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From the Editor

chose to join the military now, postponing
college. His enjoyment of hunting deer in
the Wisconsin woods is unrelated to his
choice of occupation. The pride he takes
in killing deer for their tasty venison, does
not mean he relishes the thought of killing
enemy soldiers, no matter what the folks at
PETA or at the local antiwar rally tell us.
This school year we have heard and
seen the war protestors in their rallies
around campus. They told Colin Powell
two years ago they believe that “generals
can’t make peace,” but they forget that
America, as a free nation, has a responsibility to defend freedom. Do not confuse their
laziness for moral fortitude. The minimal
effort put into slapping signs together and
resurrecting tired anti-war cheers does not
translate into moral superiority.
Michael returned home for Christmas,
and I noticed that he has changed considerably. He is stronger physically and
mentally, as well. He has gone through
grueling training in San Diego, where a
handful of recruits died this fall, but this
rigorous training has only given his platoon
a taste of what may be in their near future.
These young soldiers may be asked on a
regular basis to do what civilians are not.
They are willing to put their lives on the
line for people who suffer under a cruel
dictator—people they have never met. They
expect to make the ultimate sacrifice.
Each soldier faces the terror of the
unknown battle so those of us at home
can live tomorrow secure from terrorists.
Michael’s face for me is the face of our
military, the face of a hero.
Semper Fi.
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mong the many lessons that
Americans can draw from U.S.
involvement in Vietnam is that we should
never again let war protestors define our
view of our military's men and women. One
of that war’s great tragedies is that soldiers
who had risked their lives in service to their
country were spat upon and cursed at when
they returned home. It would be decades
after returning home before many of them
would receive the respect and honor from
our nation that ought to have been their due
upon enlistment. To hate a war, or all wars,
is one thing. To transfer that hatred to our
men and women in uniform is another thing
entirely. Our generation ought to vow that
such shabby, disgraceful treatment of our
veterans will never happen again.
Today’s protestors against U.S.
military engagement in Iraq would have
us believe that war can never be morally
justified. I take the opposite position
that military action in the preservation
of freedom is not only justifiable, it is
the moral imperative. Reasonable people
can and will debate the justification for
any action we take against Iraq for years
to come. What ought not be debated are
the patriotism, courage, and selflessness
of those upon whom we call to fight.
Last June one of my friends graduated
from high school and enlisted in the Marines. Early next month he will be on his
way to the Middle East and, probably, to
a war. His family fears for his safety, and
so do I. Michael may be the first person of
my generation whom I have counted among
my friends who may experience combat.
For me, he puts a human face on otherwise
abstract political questions.
His is not, however, the face the leftists
would insist it is. To them, soldiers cannot wait to see carnage first hand—to see
their enemies die gruesome deaths. More
attracted to the great outdoors and an active lifestyle than to academics, Michael
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Letters

I was a student at Tufts for a year and was saddened to find such a
naive piece of writing representing a place that I experienced as relatively
open-minded. Now I am name-calling, so I should explain my gripe.
Nowhere does he engage in even a suggestion of a refutation of what
Chomsky has to say. Instead he seems to be relying on infantile circularity, thinly veiled in the quote with which he ended his piece: "patriotism
stems from the love of one's country because it is good, not just because
it is one's country" If this belief in the goodness of his country were held
open to question and reaffirmed via a genuine criticism and refutation of
Chomsky's "leftism", a task I defy anyone to accomplish, then one might
begin to have respect for his views. Instead it seems like the basis of his
contempt for Chomsky and his 'lefty' ilk. Don't forget that Chomsky is
not some crank conspiracist, but an academic whose lifetime of work is
respected throughout the world.
I will end with another quote, which assuming Alex is still an
impressionable student might be worth his taking into account if
he is to begin to see the harsh reality of the world we live in. "To
do evil a human being must first of all believe that what he's doing
is good...Ideology—that is what gives devildoing its long-sought justification and gives the evildoer the necessary steadfastness and determination.
That is the social theory which helps to make his acts seem good instead
of bad in his own and others' eyes, so that he won't hear reproaches and
curses but will receive praise and honors."—Alexander Solzhenitsyn
I am English and try to keep abreast of realities lurking behind
a media machine dominated by the interests of the corporations
that run and own it. England is historically just as bad as the US,
because it once had similar power. The very brutal fact of the matter is that throughout human history to a greater or lesser extent,
those with power have used it primarily to get more power. A key
element of this in today's world is shielding our moralised sensibilities from the brutal truth of US (and general Western) foreign policy.
Going in to the new Millenium, as after the war, there were any
number of US think tanks comprised of influential people who shape
the future of the world order. Make no mistake these peoples' remit, as it
would be in any other country is to protect the interests of that country.
In the case of the US that means somehow maintaining a position of
incredible dominance. Political analyst, advisor and diplomat, George

Kennan was in charge of long-range planning for the State Department
following World War II.... He referred to "vague and unreal objectives
such as human rights, the raising of the living standards, and democratization". Does this gel with your picture oif the world as you have learnt
to see it. Please wake up and smell the Hummus !!!!
Yours most sincerely,
George Barda
PS. I found a number of lectures in the epic [sic] program at Tufts
particularlly eye-opening. If only in the name of open-mindedness, I
suggest you check it out.
I was only recently made aware of your existence by the mention of your appearance (if in voice only), by Laura Ingraham on
WTKK. The context in which you were mentioned was in a discussion about how the liberal university environment is practicing the same repression that it railed against in the 60's and 70's.
I was also only just recently made aware of T H E P R IMARY S OURCE , and while I'm not amused by some of the material contained in the issues I have seen, I am refreshed and heartened that not everyone at Tufts is as wet as I was led to believe.
Being the bad guy at Tufts—also known as the Network and Systems Security Administrator—I am constantly reminded of how much
different my values are from the other faculty and staff.
The intent of my email is twofold, to applaud you and yours for
the work on the paper, and to let you know that the feeling of being
outnumbered doesn't belong exclusively to you non-liberal students but
is 'enjoyed' by us "grown-ups" as well.
Happy whatever,
Joel Gridley
Network Systems Security Administrator, Tufts University
PS: I also have to say that between all the different publications that
covered the KaZaA/DMCA issue, yours was the only one that came
anywhere near being unintelligent. The Observer actually had me laughing out loud with the display of ignorance.

TUFTS*
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Commentary
Affirmative Play-Action

R

ecently, reports have claimed that the Tufts Athletics Department
does not consider “diversity” in recruitment. In athletics, the top
priority should be recruiting good talent, not creating a colorful assortment
of players. Coaches should consider neither race nor student background
in endorsing a student for athletics.
Kristen Morwick, coach of the women’s track team, thinks differently.
In her opinion, the coach is responsible for reflecting the goals of University admissions. The biggest challenge in recruiting prospective student
athletes, according to Morwick, is proving to the admissions office that
the athletes meet the established criteria in academics and “diversity.” For
this reason, a middle-class white female athlete might be passed over in
favor of a more “diverse” candidate: a “traditionally-marginalized” recruit.
Women’s track is an example of a team that does not need to make cuts,
so there should be room for all types of athletes regardless of race.
Where race can be taken into serious consideration, it is a sign that
the talent pool available to the university is shallow, if it exists at all. On
teams where there is competition, such as men’s basketball, the story is
much different. Coach Bob Sheldon recruits based solely on the talent of
the athletes. His search is focused on those students who are interested in
attending Tufts, but he does not seek out a particular profile otherwise. In
a recent article, however, the Daily was sure to include an altered quote
from Sheldon, making him look like a hardcore racist: “Once you have
some on your team, you can get more.”
Can any athletic recruitment be free from the clutches of the Tufts
diversity police? Between women’s track and men’s basketball there
is clearly no enforced policy in the Athletics Department. Recently,
however, President Bacow has shown his full support for affirmative
action in light of the upcoming Supreme Court cases. If one thing is
clear, it’s that this university will not easily let go of race-based admissions in any department.

Axis of Envy

B

y now, one would have to be living under a rock to not know that
the United States is very close to going to war with Iraq. Even
though recent newscasts could lead many to believe that Iraq is the biggest
threat to U.S. (and global) security, another nation seems to be challenging Iraq’s high position on the U.S. list of threats. While Iraq continues
to deny that it is developing weapons of mass destruction, North Korea,
like a neglected child desperately seeking attention, has upped the ante
in the nuclear arms category.
Even though weapons inspectors have yet to find extensive
evidence of a weapons program in Iraq, Saddam Hussein remains the
number one target of a U.S. strike. North Korea has openly reengaged
nuclear power facilities and has disarmed security cameras and alarms
put in place by the UN to monitor the nature of what is produced in
each plant. Despite these blatant breaches of international agreements
and standards, North Korea has enjoyed much less attention from the
Bush administration than has Iraq. While certain congressmen, such as
Senator John McCain, have long voiced concerns over North Korea’s
conduct, those higher on the ladder have chosen to stay the course and
focus on the conflict with Iraq.
Perhaps as alarming as North Korea’s sudden interest in nuclear rearmament is the nation’s utter lack of sincerity and willingness to negotiate
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with the rest of the world. Whenever the U.S. speaks of its discontent
with North Korea’s actions, the North responds with rhetoric proclaiming that the U.S. will experience a dramatic fall from grace ending in an
apocalyptic inferno. Thus, in addition to having formed an inferiority
complex, North Korea has also apparently decided to try and provoke
the U.S. into striking its soil. Undoubtedly North Korea expects to be
able to hide behind China’s skirt. By expressing such discontent at the
thought of having additional U.S. military presence in its region, China
has basically declared an alliance, however loose, with North Korea.
With such opposition, it seems that the U.S. will once again have to use
its own resources in order to stabilize yet another area of the globe.
While both Iraq and North Korea have established themselves as true
dangers to international security and stability, North Korea has proven itself
to be on the cutting edge of uncivilized conduct and diplomacy. If North
Korea does not abate its bellicose language, unwillingness to negotiate,
and threatening attitude toward the U.S. and other nations, it will continue
to find itself in poor standing with the majority of the world’s countries.

Double Dutch

A

midst fears of Saddam’s biochemical capabilities and North
Korea’s nuclear development, it’s become cliché for unscrupulous egomaniacs to attempt world domination through arms build-up. As
such it was a breath of fresh air when unscrupulous egomaniac Claude
Vorilhon recently claimed to be able achieve immortality through cloning.
Vorilhon, who calls himself Rael, has upped the ante on Saddam and Kim
Jong Il by moving from the realm of everyday villainy to super-villainy,
with his plans to build a clone army of his followers, the Raelians.
Last week a company called Clonaid, headed by Raelian follower
CEO Brigitte Bosselier, announced that the second cloned human had
been born in the Netherlands to a Dutch lesbian. Bosselier, a former French
chemist and current French nut-bar, made the announcement to CNN,
promising to have DNA confirmation within the week. The unidentified
Dutch mother apparently gave birth naturally to her own clone, nicknamed
“Eve”, which she and her partner will bring up in an undisclosed location.
Meanwhile the DNA confirmation tests were conveniently postponed,
Bosselier claims, because the stigma of being a natural aberration and
extreme perversion of scientific achievement could negatively impact
the baby’s life. So far neither CNN nor Reuters has been able to confirm
that there is in fact any baby, let alone a clone. Meanwhile, undeterred
by reason, Rael claims that four more clone babies are on the way.
The Raelian movement has become an international phenomenon,
claiming 55,000 members in over eight countries, including the U.S. The
Raelians subscribe to an “ancient religion” dating back to 1973 when
their leader, then an unemployed journalist, met an alien in (where else) a
volcano, who allegedly told him that the first human had been cloned by
aliens 25,000 years ago and placed on earth. He then added a whole bunch
of junk about peace and love, much of which can be read in Vorilhon’s
exhausting novel “The Message Given By Extra-Terrestrials.” Apparently this alien instructed Vorilhon to build an intergalactic embassy so
that these creator aliens can come and visit us (makes sense). The alien
also implied that humanity could live forever by cloning themselves then
surgically implanting their brains in the new clone body (this is not made
up). This all begs two questions: first, if they cloned the first humans,
who did they clone them from? Second, why a French journalist? We
are through the looking glass here, people.

While the debate on stem cell research and other biological issues has
been fierce at times, most scientists and politicians agree that human cloning
is immoral and impractical. Most researchers who claim to be working on
human cloning have only done so with the intent of aiding infertile couples
and still are often seen as pariahs by the scientific community. It is barely
conceivable that the Raelians could have succeeded where more traditional
scientists have failed, but even less so that this kind of pseudo-religious
“research” is legally allowed to continue, in the Netherlands or anywhere.
Without proof of successful cloning, Clonaid’s claims can and should be
largely ignored, and this is at best an odd distraction from more serious
news. At worst, Rael has taken the first step toward amassing an army of
immortal-alien-Dutch-lesbian-clone babies, who will cover the earth with
short haircuts and pamphlets. Saddam, eat your heart out.

Better Never Than Late?

J

ust four days shy of the end of his term, Gov. George Ryan of Illinois, a Republican and until then a lifelong death penalty advocate,
made history by commuting to life imprisonment the sentence of every
death row inmate in Illinois. He received accolades from death penalty
abolitionists around the world, and boasted that he’d had phone calls from
the Vatican, the European Union, and the governments of Mexico and
Poland to praise his actions. “For a guy like me to get a call from Nelson
Mandela, that’s pretty impressive,” he said.
Death penalty supporters, including many from the families of the
victims of those Ryan spared, were outraged for the obvious reasons.
But it is not clear that Ryan’s actions did the abolitionist cause any good
either. Initially, it seems obvious if one supports abolition that Ryan did
the justice system, and the movement, a huge favor. Less blood will be
on the hands of the state of Illinois, and some 163 prisoners owe Ryan
their lives. But Ryan’s tactics in doing the right thing undermine the
legitimacy of his actions.
Leaders show courage when they take risks that could have political
repercussions. For example, members of the U.S. Senate demonstrated
courage when they voted down a proposed Constitutional amendment
that would have banned flag burning, even though the amendment was
supported by 70-80% of voters. Unpopular positions, like opposition to
the death penalty, are rare to find in elected officials because politicians are
generally savvy enough (and slick enough) to avoid taking such risks.
However, even if Ryan’s actions were just, they were not courageous. Had he commuted the sentences halfway through his term, when
he still had to work with the legislature and face the voters, or especially
the possibility of another election, his actions would have demonstrated
integrity and a sense of moral vision. Waiting until the 11th hour, when he
had nothing left to lose, in some sense demonstrated more moral cowardice
than courage. Ryan never claimed that he had an epiphany in those waning
hours, so it was more as if he knew all along that the death penalty was
wrong, but couldn’t muster the will to do the right thing by going beyond
his moratorium and commuting everyone’s sentence from the start until
he had nothing left to lose.
Worst of all for abolitionists, Ryan’s reasons were similar to the
ones that self-defeating death penalty opponents use. The assertion that
the system is prejudiced against minorities, men, and certain geographic
regions implies only that the justice system needs reform, not that there
is some inherent problem with the death penalty. “Because the...system
is arbitrary and capricious—and therefore immoral—I no longer shall

tinker with the machinery of death,” he wrote. At most, this justifies a
moratorium until the system is reformed. If the system is fair, and there
exists no doubt of the defendant’s guilt, on what basis can the death penalty
be opposed? Could Ryan, for example, give any compelling reasons to
spare the life of Timothy McVeigh?
Abolitionists would do better to look for other champions, who
can coherently, and courageously, argue that the State has no need to
execute people already safely in custody, and that deadly force is justified only in self-defense.

Frat Trap

T

he Greek system at Tufts has apparently earned the ire of President
Larry Bacow and the administration, a fact that was reiterated
last week in the Daily. Last semester, Dean of Students Bruce Reitman
stated that the fate of the Greek system at Tufts is in jeopardy unless
“individual houses focus more on philanthropic efforts, encourage more
pride and cohesiveness in the system, and show leadership in the Tufts
community.” Why is the administration singling out Greeks with these
demands? Fraternities and sororities are student organizations, just like
the Chess Club or TDC; however, you don’t see the administration calling for TDC to focus more on philanthropy and community leadership.
While philanthropy is all well and good, it is by no means a requirement
for any organization. Students join the Greek system for friendship, fun,
and memories that will last a lifetime; students join LCS for philanthropy.
Demanding Greeks to be campus leaders is even more ridiculous. Not all
students have any desire to lead, and for this they should not be faulted.
Being the president of the Economics Club doesn’t make someone a
better person, it just gives them a better resume.
Why is the administration only making these demands of Greek organizations? Probably for the same reason the Naked Quad Run is under
scrutiny—Greeks provide an outlet for fun at Tufts, but also pose some risks
for the university. While the administration is rightly concerned whenever
kegs or large amounts of alcohol are reported at fraternity parties, in part
because of President Bacow’s unfortunate experiences at MIT, they must
realize that social drinking is every bit a part of the collegiate experience as
cramming for finals and listening to liberals protest silly causes. Besides, on
any given Friday night there are likely just as many kegs on College Ave. as
there are on Professor’s Row. Should the administration decide to abolish
the Greek system, parties would simply relocate to off-campus locations,
no doubt infuriating local residents. Combine that with the thousands of
angry Greek alumni that Tufts would have to deal with, and eliminating the
Greek system would probably cause more problems than it would solve.
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Fortnight in Review

SM

Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes
PS It has just been revealed that former UN Weapons Inspector Scott
Ritter, who recently became a defender of the Iraqi regime, has been
caught twice by undercover police officers attempting to lure underage girls to parking lots for illicit activities. Ritter was caught twice
urging the girls to “inspect his missile silo.”
Top Ten Things Bacow Would Rather See at The Naked Quad Run:
10. A “Fully Clothed Gantcher Stroll”
9. Replace students' regular alcoholic beverages with delicious Folgers crystals
8. Female students wearing full burqas to “avoid Allah’s wrath”
7. Less T, more A
6. An age limit...ahem cough cough…Mr. Reitman
5. More minority representation
4. A fuller, curvier “student body”
3. A strictly regimented Naked Quad goose-step
2. More glad-handing donors, less fun
1. His mother-in-law

PS Wade Dawson stepped down as president of the Idaho
NAACP after it was discovered that he was actually spending time in prison for grand theft, not playing football for the
Oakland Raiders as he had claimed. The Raiders meanwhile
took offense at the assertion that they would hire a convicted
felon. Then everyone laughed for a good five minutes. Then
they lost.
PS Drugstores in eastern Kentucky received more prescription
painkillers per capita than anywhere else in the USA from 1998
through 2001. Experts attributed the trend to a rising elderly
population and their “achy-breaky hearts.”
PS The Oregon Zoo’s oldest Asian bull elephant died of unknown causes, after vets tried to save it. Zookeepers mourned
the loss of the much-loved pachyderm but admitted that he
was delicious.
PS Little Rock officials announced that there will be a parade
honoring the new Bill Clinton Presidential Library, and are working to widen the streets to allow for a Monica Lewinsky float.

PS Baltimore parents say that overcrowding in schools has become
so bad that some Baltimore-area children attend gym in school lobbies
and others are tutored in storage closets. Among the more popular
closet tutorings are math, English, and Scott Ritter’s class on “What
do I have in my pocket?”

PS Federal drug czar John Walters and Gov. Janet Napolitano
opened an exhibit on the effects of addiction at the Arizona
Science Museum. The exhibit comes complete with interactive displays, a simulated brain scanner, and an animatronic
Ozzy Osbourne.

PS Sheriff Paul King of Rison, Arkansas said he is getting closer to
identifying a burglar who steals women’s underwear. Investigators
have been holed up in their offices around the clock “researching”
Victoria’s Secret catalogs for leads.

PS Tempe, Arizona officials will try to persuade the FAA to
alter flight paths around Sky Harbor Airport. Residents complain that airplanes fly too low over their homes. No pilots
could be reached for comment, however, as they were all too
busy pulling rabbit ear antennas and neon Santas out of their
engine manifolds.

PS Hoping to tie these thefts together, King claims to be stumped
by the skill and ingenuity of the burglar, saying, “Well, we know
how he picked the lock and disabled the alarm, but I’ll be damned
if I can figure out how he got the bras off these mannequins.”
King’s wife concurred.
PS Lawyers for a transient couple accused of asphyxiating their
infant daughter want the case removed from Arkansas. Defense attorneys suggest the case could be moved to California where, thanks
to Johnny Cochran, murder is now legal.
PS Thirty Louisiana residents were arrested after tips led deputies
to a dogfight just across the Arkansas state line. Participants in the
event claimed it would have been held in Arkansas but they wanted
to give the other pit bulls a chance by taking away Hillary’s “home
advantage.”
PS A Bush administration proposal to deduct overdue child-support payments from casino winnings won’t apply to Arizona’s
22 Indian casinos. When questioned about their exemption, local
tribesmen responded “Yeah, I’m gonna take five minutes out of
my day to solve the white man’s social problems. Excuse me
while I cry a #@$*ing river.”
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PS This year’s Super Bowl halftime show was dominated by
feminist power anthems performed by Shania Twain and Gwen
Stefani, with a little help from Sting. Next year, onlookers can
expect to see fans waving foam vaginas in lieu of the oppressively oversized, phallic #1 fingers.
PS In a Daily Viewpoint last week, Gary Leupp discussed an
anti-war protest on “December 10, 2003.” With his awesome
supernatural powers in mind, we present:
Top Ten Things Gary Leupp forsees in 2004:
10. Biff’s evil takeover of Hill Valley
9. A Green Party president
8. Taxes! Taxes galore!
7. His tearful reunion with Chris Kohler
6. Flying, hydrogen-fueled skateboards
5. Austin Powers V: Dr. Please Not Again
4. Communism practiced in its purest form
3. 1.21 gigawatts of solar power
2. Sam launching his career with NRO
1. A Daily free of typos

From the Elephant's Mouth
FIs that a double standard in your pocket, or are you just happy to read Page
Three? The morning after last December’s Naked Quad Run, President Bacow
told students he was “sorely disappointed” by the traditional pre-finals celebration.
He added that, just hours before the run, he had spoken to donors with pride about
Tufts students and their talents, volunteer work and “contributions to local schools,
the elderly, foster children, and other good causes.” Whoops! He forgot to mention
that raunchy sex column in Wednesday’s Daily…
FIn this semester’s Tuesday and Wednesday issues of the campus rag, Bacow and other
Jumbo Every-Other-Daily readers did not find their two favorite columns. THE ELEPHANT
would like to congratulate Dan Fowler for realizing that no decent Jumbo wants to read
a column written by a randy reporter or a LoUSSR… In fact, the Daily is looking for new
columnists for the spring semester. The ad on Tuftslife.com instructs students to send column
samples to columms@tuftsdaily.com [sic]. THE ELEPHANT suspects that the misspelled email
address just reflects the laidback nature of the position. Colummists can take a week or two
off to devote time to finals, projects, or idterms.
FBack to the Future IV: In a Daily Viewpoint last week,
Gary Leupp wrote, “[O]n Tuesday, December 10, 2003…some of us said no to…this imperialist war.” While his frequent articles may seem worthless, don’t forget: his flux capacitor
can run on all kinds of trash… In more Daily leftist nonsense, a large picture of an SUV was
printed with Emily Good’s Viewpoint on George H.W. Bush. The word “SUV” appears once
(in the first sentence), and “Bush” appears eleven times in her article. Maybe it’s time for
Daily editors to start reading all of their articles… Emily claimed “every other student drives
an SUV” at Tufts, inadvertently disenfranchising the large number of Asian-American students
who drive souped-up Hondas.
FSounds nice, make it twice: George H. W. Bush will be returning to Tufts as the Issam Fares
Lecturer. Although we do not yet know what Bush will be receiving as payment for the lecture,
we can bet it’s not hostages… In other Rich White Male news, Former Tufts trustee Gary Winnick has resigned as chairman of Global Crossing. Winnick sold $734 million of company stock
just before the company collapsed. Global Crossing incurred $12 billion in debt, and the SEC is
Jumping gigawatts, Marty! heading an investigation. So now we know where Michelle Shelton interned two years ago.
FDon’t be fooled by the slant that they got: Last Thursday, the Daily printed a front page headline reading, “Nation gathers against war.” Oddly
enough, the Nation disagrees. A recent CBS/New York Times poll showed that 64% of Americans support military action against Iraq, if
necessary. Meanwhile, 30% oppose military action, which is only 3% higher than last October. Perhaps a little research might help next time…
And it’s not as if they don’t have enough time. Despite the multitude of Daily-based jokes, there have only been four issues printed.
FWe all knew someone had to lose his “super bowl.” In other student publication news, last semester Sam Dangremond told the
Observer’s Justin Race, “Nice haircut. It’s the same as mine.” Not anymore, Sammy. You’re all alone now… The MAB office has a
new server. Thanks ALBO! Unfortunately, the transition was not entirely smooth, as the auto-complete function no longer recognizes
“Sam Dangremond.” Rumor has it “Media Autocracy Board” will appear upon pressing alt-666.
FIt’s getting cold in here, so put on all your clothes. Jumbos have endured the bitter cold this semester, as temperatures have
plummeted – so much for global warming. Students seeking shelter enjoyed themselves at A Tid Bit Nippy last Friday in the Campus
Center. Don’t worry, Bacow will make sure that doesn’t happen again… Even Lucifer has been feeling a little chilly: In the spirit of
John McCain, the Tufts Republicans have briefly abandoned party lines. Despite most vocal female Republicans’ stern opposition to
the offensive material presented by the Vagina Monologues, campus GOP members have voted to co-sponsor the annual display of
vulgarity, and purchase a business card-sized ad in the program. They’re paying $15 for that little box.
FTHE ELEPHANT never forgets.
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It's time for Larry to think outside the box...

Born to Run
by Megan Liotta

N

o movie about college life ever to refresh themselves before delving into
made it big by highlighting whole- exams. Those souls brave enough to run
some, organized activities. The reason is confront biting wind, icy falls, and serious
simple: no one is interested in reminisc- humiliation, yet, year after year, hundreds
ing about the mundane. Most people’s look forward to participating. This Fall
memories of college social life are was no exception, and as usual, scores
marked by chaos,
of Jumbos took it
freedom, and, ofall off in the freezMaybe the former frat
ten, debauchery.
ing cold for a jog
For the most part,
around campus,
boy was just covering
these memories
cheered on by their
his PR derriere after
are fond ones. At
warmly bundled
no other time in
classmates. The atimprudently scheduling
one’s life do enmosphere is largely
a donor reception at
thusiasm, energy,
one of camaraderie
Gifford House on the
and novelty amaland gaiety, regugamate with such
larly—though not
same night. Oops.
fervor and with so
always—enhanced
little responsibility
by alcohol. The
holding them back. The moments are fleet- only difference this year was the presence
ing, and few people take such exhilarating of President Bacow on campus, his first
personal risks as college students.
time witnessing the merry madness.
Obviously, these risks carry potenAs all Jumbos are well aware, Batially unpleasant consequences, as stu- cow angrily emailed the Tufts commudents are well aware. Many schools have nity, berating runners for their behavior,
very serious drug and alcohol problems. calling for an end to NQR as we know
Still others find themselves struggling it. Only two possible explanations exist
to protect students from sexual assault, for Bacow’s reaction.
burglary, and other violent crimes. For all Perhaps he skipped the
the horror stories, however, Tufts is do- Sixties and genuinely
ing pretty well. Our campus is one of the does not understand the
safest in the nation, and, at about 5,000, young person’s correlation
the population is more than manageable. between nudity and liberatOccasional problems arise and are gener- ing perspicuity. Or maybe
ally resolved quietly. Once a year (and only the former frat boy was just
once a year), however, Walnut Hill plays covering his PR derriere afhost to an Animal-House-esque ritual that ter imprudently scheduling a
does more to connect the student body than donor reception at Gifford
any touchy-feely program devised by the House on the same night.
administration: the Naked Quad Run.
Oops.
In a display of unity a Nobel laureate
Whatever his reasons, he
could only dream of, Jumbos set aside made very clear that he does
their political, ideological, and designer not approve of NQR as
label differences to share some quality it currently exists, and
naked time during Fall reading period. though he made no
This frosty affair offers students a chance attempts at suggesting alternatives, he
Miss Liotta is a senior majoring in
vindicated himself
English and Comparative Religion.
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with reports of dangerous levels of intoxication and complaints of inappropriate
groping. Well, Larry, we at the SOURCE
have some bad news for you and good
news for Jumbos: no amount of reform
or crackdown will eliminate NQR in its
entirety. At a school where so little tradition is held sacred, NQR is held near and
dear to far too many students for Bacow’s
remarks to have much effect. Should the
run be forbidden, students will find new
places and times to run, and all drinking
will be in secrecy. The number of students
turning to TEMS for help will drop, thus
eliminating those handy statistics, but the
level of danger will skyrocket. As for the
groping, any person who gets drunk and
naked with several hundred close friends
is bound to get nudged, purposefully or
not. Make no mistake: this is not the promiscuous-dresser-deserves-to-get-raped
argument. It is the naked-and-drunkpeople-act-inappropriately argument.
Any person unwilling to run the risk of a
poke or two can solve their problem by
not running. A more elegant solution is
hardly possible.
The best Bacow and his administrative
buddies can hope for is to get a little more
involved themselves. No one is suggesting
that the President strip down and take a
turn, but perhaps he might consider, if
anything, making NQR a more official
event. Barricades lining the course would
prevent onlookers from getting too close
to the runners; a first aid station outside
the quad could treat injuries, and streets on
campus could be closed to nonemergency traffic. And, for
God’s sake, whoever picked
that night to host the trustees
should be fired.
In his email,
Bacow also reminded Tufts of students’
commitment to the community and their other impressive credentials. While
such dedication should be
encouraged, President Bacow and the rest of his administration must realize
that sometimes we just
have to cut loose. Better that we do so with
their blessing and aid
than in secret and with
even greater risk. q
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Think that Limp Bizkit is a soggy crumpet? Eminem is a candy-coated chocolate? Having trouble telling your Ludacris
from your Mystikal? Fear not my friend, in this month of interracial edification, the SOURCE presents:

...FOR WHITE FOLKS!
I said: It´s gettin hot in here (so hot!)
So take off all your clothes!
I am gettin so hot, I wanna take my clothes off (Nelly)
Hark! Please begin removing your clothing, young madam, for the
temperature in this room is steadily rising. I am feeling uncomfortably
warm, I wish to disrobe.

You´re a fan, a phony, a fake, a p#ssy, a Stan
I still whip your ass, you 36 in Karate class
You tae-bo ho (Nas)
I want to tell the world that my rival, Jay-Z, is nothing more
than a lying, wimpy, effeminate homosexual whom I could easily subdue in a tussle.

Got drops, got Coupes, got Trucks, got juice, all right
Cause we gon take a ride tonight
So ma, what´s up, let´s slide, all right, all right
And we gon get it on tonight (Cam´Ron)
Tis’ good—we are in the possession of buggies, freights, and alcoholic
refreshments,
For we shall spend the night commuting to and fro.
Good miss, how do you fare?
Let us move in unison and inaugurate copulation.

So whatcha gonna do? I got a pocket full of rubbers, and my
homeboys do too. (Snoop Dogg)
Dear Ladies, my counterparts and I are in possession of a
profuse amount of personal contraceptives which, with your
blessing, shall be put to use momentarily.

Yeah, yeah, uh, uh, woo, yeah, slow down baby
Let you know from the gate I don´t go down lady
I wanna chick with thick hips
That licks her lips
She can be the office type or like to strip (Fat Joe)
I said give me two pairs, (Cause) I need two pairs
Pardon me, madam, I must warn you ahead of time that I
So I can get to stomping in my Air Force Ones
dislike performing cunnilingus. I am sexually attracted to a
Big Boys stomping in my Air Force Ones. (Nelly)
I declare, it is necessary that you shodden me with two dyads of these voluptuous woman who enjoys moistening her lips with her
fine mukluks so my large compatriots and I may commence with our tongue. It is irrelevant whether she is chaste or promiscuous.
lumbering.
F#ck the Police! (NWA)
We live in a society today that uses the façade of law enforceSo nigga please, check nuts before you step to these.
ment to viciously subjugate members of traditionally undermotherf##kin real g´s (Eazy-E)
Fellow African-American, please be so kind as to make certain that represented minorities, maintaining hegemony over those it
your scrotum is securely attached prior to challenging the masculinity perceives as a threat to its pre-eminient supremacy.
of myself and my peers.

If you got bag of tweed, well blaze it with me fool. Now don´t
be stingy, and please no pinnas. Make it swollen! ´Cause if I
Gap teeth in ya mouth so my d#ck´s gots ta fit (Dr. Dre)
had me some weed, you know I´d smoke it with you.
The highly unusual amount of space between your two central incisors (Bone Thugs-N-Harmony)
ensures that my unusually large genitalia will encounter no difficulty If you happen to possess a bag in which you store your marientering your oral cavity during fellatio.
juana, I implore you to imbibe it with me, pal. However,
take care not to skimp and roll a small marijuana cigarette.
On the road to riches through trafficking
Instead, employ copious amounts of the substance since I would
Through rappining whatever´s happening
clearly do the same for you.
Roc-a-wear I´m the young black Ralph Lauren
Every time I get out they put me right back in (Jay-Z)
I do black music so selfishly
I made my fortunes selling narcotics on the street. Now, my business is a And use it to make myself wealthy (Eminem)
legit rap empire that includes a successful clothing line that rivals that of
I do black music so selfishly
Ralph Lauren. Everytime I wish to retire, rap fans implore me to return. And use it to make myself wealthy.
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It’s Black History Month, and it’s time for school teachers across the nation to haul out a politically slanted selection
of prominent left-leaning African-American leaders. Ever the voice of reason, THE PRIMARY SOURCE brings you the
well-rounded education you missed out on in middle school:

THE PRIMARY SOURCE'S
Black Conservative
Coloring Book
Condoleezza Rice

National Security Advisor
“The future belongs to liberty, fueled by markets
in trade, protected by the rule of law and propelled by the fundamental rights of the individual. Information and knowledge can no longer be
bottled up by the state. Prosperity flows to those
who can tap the genius of their people.”

Ward Connerly

Chairman of the California Civil
Rights Initiative campaign

Clarence Thomas

“Let us not put ointment on the wound of race, let
us cut it out of the body politic like the cancer that
it is. That will require deregulating race, getting the
government out of the race business altogether, not
asking American citizens the odious question about
their ancestry, because it should be no more relevant to
the government than one’s religion.”

Supreme Court Justice

“I am of the view that black Americans will move inexorably and naturally toward conservatism
when we stop discouraging them; when they are treated as a diverse group with differing interests;
and when conservatives stand up for what they believe in rather than against blacks. This is not a
prescription for success, but rather an assertion that black Americans know what they want, and it is
not timidity and condescension.”
12 THE PRIMARY SOURCE, JANUARY 30, 2003
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JC Watts

Former Oklahoma State Representative
“We don’t define compassion by how many people are on welfare, or AFDC,
or living in public housing. We define compassion by how few people are on
welfare, AFDC, and public housing because we have given them the means to
climb the ladder of success.”

Thomas Sowell

Hoover Institute Senior
Fellow in Public Policy
“What is ominous is the ease with which some people go from saying that
they don’t like something to saying that the government should forbid it.
When you go down that road, don’t expect freedom to survive very long.”

Colin Powell

Secretary of State
“When we are debating an issue,
loyalty means giving me your
honest opinion, whether you think
I’ll like it or not. Disagreement, at
this stage, stimulates me. But once
a decision has been made, the
debate ends. From that point on,
loyalty means executing the decision as if it were your own.”

Dr. Walter Williams
Syndicated columnist

“History is not going to be kind to liberals. With their mindless
programs, they’ve managed to do to Black Americans what
slavery, Reconstruction, and rank racism found impossible:
destroy their family and work ethic.”
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Mary Ann Shadd is a role model for people of all colors.

The rivalry intensified after Shadd
converted an old military barracks into a
private school for children who could not
attend public school because of discrimination or poverty. Bibb was infuriated when
he learned that Shadd, who believed that
segregated institutions only further alienated the races, would open the school up to
both black and white children. This time,
by Gerard Balan
however, Bibb’s wife Mary led the attack,
ebruary once again marks Black HisShadd was outspoken, however, in her as she argued that blacks should petition
tory Month, a four-week celebration advocacy of self-help, independence, and and advocate for their own separate school
of the contributions blacks have made to self-respect within the black community. In rather than attend an integrated one where
American society. Traditionally, conserva- particular, she scolded the blacks of her day they risked losing their identity and heritage. Shadd shot back
tives have been unsure of what to make of for being too passive in
at the separatists, acthis event. After all, blacks have lived on the the anti-slavery movecusing them of reducing
American continent for at least four hundred ment and implored them
blacks to second-class
years, more than most other minority groups to take a more active role in
citizenship by denying
and even most whites who immigrated here emancipation, rather than
them an education.
much later. Consequently, what history is waiting and hoping that
Although
more American than black history? Yet, their whole counterparts
Shadd’s
nemesis passed
when a great black leader, such as Malcolm liberate them. The plight
away
in
1854, she conX, is remembered only through a Spike Lee of American blacks continued
her political
“joint,” and Martin Luther King are depicted tinued to plummet with
activism
by returning
as the only black leaders who ever existed the passage of the Fugito
America
and encouror mattered, one must grudgingly admit that tive Slave Law of 1850,
aging
blacks
to enlist
history teachers continue to underemphasize which required citizens
in
the
Union
army.
In
the impact of blacks on society.
to assist in the recovery
her
later
years,
Shadd
Of course, to be politically correct, of fugitive slaves. Consewould obtain a law
Black History Month includes the work of quently, many black leaddegree and advocate
foremothers as well, and few are as special ers, including Shadd, grew
A
forerunner
of
black
conservatism.
for women’s suffrage
as Mary Ann Shadd. An abolitionist, inte- increasingly skeptical not
alongside
Susan
B.
Anthony and Lucretia
grationist, and suffragist, Shadd’s influence only of whether abolition will ever occur, but
Mott.
She
continued
to write letters and
spans two countries as she devoted her life also if the U.S. was regressing back into a total
articles
for
newspapers
and, until her death
to promoting black equality, literacy, and slave state. Consequently, she moved to Canada
in
1893,
she
continually
warned blacks that
autonomy. Her story begins with her father with her brother, Isaac, in 1851.
the
gravest
mistake
they
could make is to
and inspiration, Abraham Shadd, who was
Once in Canada, Shadd found herself
compromise
their
self-sufficiency
by relyan ardent abolitionist who supported the embroiled in a bitter battle with Henry Bibb.
ing
on
the
philanthropy
of
others.
famed Underground Railroad and openly In a dispute that would foreshadow the famous
Shadd’s story is under-told in Ameridenounced
the
rivalry between Bookcan
history, and speaks to the continued
American Colonier T. Washington and
Shadd’s story is underimportance
of Black History Month. The
zation Society, a
W.E.B. Du Bois detold
in
American
history,
celebration
has
taken on a more liberal slant
white supremacist
cades later, Bibb took
in
the
past
few
decades despite its innate
organization that
issue with Shadd’s
and speaks to the
conservatism.
It
calls
on blacks to remember
advocated black
fierce support of racial
continued
importance
and
marvel
at
the
tremendous
strides that
emigration to Libeintegration. In conof
Black
History
Month.
they
have
made
in
the
past
150
years.
While
ria. Shadd grew up
trast, Bibb believed
honoring
and
remembering
the
work
of
black
in an atmosphere of
that integration was an
predecessors,
black
Americans
seek
advice
activism and consequently, continued her unattainable goal and cited the Fugitive Slave
father’s work after he passed away. After Law as evidence. In his newspaper, The Voice on how to continue to advance and excel.
attending a Pennsylvania boarding school, of the Fugitive, he continually attacked Shadd’s Shadd displayed the incredible fortitude to
she returned to Wilmington, Delaware at desire to work towards assimilation with white endure the hostile atmosphere of the day as
the age of 16 to organize a school for black society, characterizing Shadd’s supporters as well as the courage to challenge the beliefs
children. Over a span of eleven years, she “vile traitors who give ‘aid and comfort’ to of a predominantly male black leadership.
taught at several schools in Pennsylvania, enemies who attack us.” Not to be outdone, From black emancipation to women’s sufDelaware, and New York.
Shadd founded her own newspaper, Provincial frage, Mary Ann Shadd’s message of indeFreeman, which boasted the motto, “Self reli- pendence, dignity, and integration was well
Mr. Balan is a senior majoring in
ahead of her time, and ours, as well.
q
ance is the fine road to independence.”
Psychology.

Freedom's Spokeswoman

F
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Tawana good candidate? Don't look to Al.

The Rotund Rev:
Al Sharpton
by Steve Bleiberg

I

and Bill Bradley as well as Senate candidate
Hillary Clinton visited the Rotund Reverend.
Sharpton made the most impact, however, in
the 2001 mayoral elections. He allied himself
with Bronx Borough President Fernando Ferrer, hoping to create a black-Latino coalition.
Sharpton’s reputation brought a great deal of
controversy to the primary runoff between Ferrer and NYC Public Advocate Mark Green, a
liberal Jewish candidate. Some Green supporters implied that a vote for Ferrer was a vote for
Sharpton. Green’s campaign won him the support
of white moderates, allowing him to beat Ferrer
by a slim margin. The breakdown of support by
race shows its polarizing nature. In losing the
Democratic runoff, Ferrer got 84% of the Hispanic vote, 71% of the black vote, but only 17%
of the white vote. Mark Green received nearly
90% of the Jewish vote. Sharpton, furious with
Green for his “racially insensitive” campaign,
refused to endorse him. In fact, Sharpton kept
up his attacks on Green, making it difficult for
him to win widespread support from Ferrer voters. This split in the Democratic Party helped
Republican Michael Bloomberg defeat Green
in the general election.
The split in New York City’s Democratic
Party is only one reason Democrats should be worried about Al Sharpton’s presidential candidacy.
Sharpton rightly believes that the Democratic
leadership unfairly neglects blacks and operates
with a built-in assumption that blacks always vote
for Democrats. He will make this a major element
of his campaign and will not hesitate to actively
work against the Democratic nominee to get his
way. This poses a problem for the Democratic
Party: do they embrace Reverend Sharpton and
risk alienating white independents and Jews, or
do they spurn him and risk being dealt the fate of
Mark Green? Either way, a Sharpton candidacy
should make for an interesting race. After all, this
is the man who famously said, “It ain’t over till
the fat man sings, and I haven’t sung yet!” q

n the crowded field of Democratic rest and prosecute those people who did this
presidential candidates, one stands out to Tawana Brawley.” Pagones sued Sharpton
from the group of elected officials. Reverend and his cronies and was eventually awarded
Al Sharpton has unsuccessfully run for office $345,000 in damages. Sharpton was found
in New York several times and is one of the liable for $65,000 of the total damages. He
most divisive figures inAmerican politics today. still refuses to apologize to Pagones.
Sharpton says that his candidacy is motivated by
The Reverend is well known for making
a desire to bring disaffected voters back into the outrageous statements to get attention and has
Democratic coalition. However, his checkered been accused of deliberately increasing racial
past is seen by many as a major obstacle in his tension for his own benefit. During NewYork’s
rise to national prominence.
Crown Heights riots in 1991, Sharpton reportAl Sharpton became famous for his edly said, “Don’t just talk about the jeweler
involvement in the Tawana Brawley case. In [whose store was burned] on Utica. Talk about
1987, Brawley, a 15-year-old black girl, claimed how Oppenheimer in South Africa sends
that she had
diamonds
been raped by
straight to
Reverend Sharpton is well
six white men,
Tel Aviv and
known for making outrageous
including two
deals with
police officers,
the diamond
statements to get attention
in Wappingers
merchants
and has been accused of
Falls, NY. Al
right here.”
Sharpton was
Sharpton was
deliberately increasing racial
Brawley’s repa leader in the
tension for his own benefit.
resentative and
1995 protests
framed the case
against Fredin racial terms, accusing white officials of being dy’s, a Jewish-owned store in Harlem, during
involved in a cover-up. He told then-Governor which Sharpton referred to the store’s owner
Cuomo that the New York government was “the as a “white interloper.” Those protests ended
KKK of the 80s.” Sharpton even went so far as in arson; seven people were killed in the fire
to accuse Dutchess County Assistant District set by one of the protestors.
Attorney Steven Pagones of being one of the
Although Reverend Sharpton has never
rapists. Sharpton helped organize rallies and been elected to public office, he is, sadly, an
Pagones was vilified.
influential figure known for challenging felAfter being presented with forensic low Democrats.
evidence, a grand jury found that there was no In 1994, he ran
proof that Tawana Brawley had been raped. against incumWhat’s worse: witnesses testified that she was bent Senator
at a party at the time she claimed to have been Pat Moynihan in
abducted. The jurors determined that Brawley the Democratic
had made the story up to avoid being punished primary. In the
by her mother for staying out late, yet Reverend 1997 Democratic
Sharpton did not accept the decision. Angry mayoral primary,
Al’s advisor, Vernon Mason, dismissed the deci- Sharpton came in
sion, saying, “What should we expect from 21 second with 32%
whites from Dutchess County?” Mason then of the vote. In the
declared, “It is clear they never intended to ar- 2000 elections,
presidential canMr. Bleiberg is a junior majoring in
I'm so angry, I'm gonna make up words.
didates Al Gore
Quantitative Economics.
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The Doctor rolls over in his grave.

A Dream Defiled
by Jordana Starr

I

n his 1963 “I Have a Dream Speech,” Michigan by a number of white students
the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, who have allegedly been denied admisJr. described his vision of an America where sion based solely on their skin color. Reall people, regardless of race or religion, cently, the Bush Administration filed
would rejoice in freedom. He spoke of how a friend-of-the-court brief siding
he dreamt of the day where true equality with these students. According
among all people would be achieved.
to the current administration,
If Dr. King were alive today, he would “The motivation for such an
be appalled by what has become of his admissions policy may be
dream. Instead of a nation where people are very good, but its result
judged by their integrity, the United States is discrimination, and that
has become a place where minorities are discrimination is wrong.”
considered handicapped because of their
This is not the first time
skin color. Just as physically handicapped an affirmative action case
people are allotted special parking spaces has been brought before the
because they are incapable of walking Supreme Court. In October
distances, minorities today are given an of 1977, Allan Bakke sued the
advantage in college admissions as though Regents of the University of
they are unable to succeed from their hard California on the basis that
work and merit alone.
the racial quotas at the school
The University of Michigan’s admis- prevented him from gaining admissions guidelines are currently under fire for sion to medical school because he was
an unfair affirmative action policy, which is white. The court ruling was ambiguous;
a point-based sysalthough the racial
tem. According to
quota system was
Affirmative action does
the Guidelines for
found to have
not promote equality;
the Calculation of
violated the Civil
a Selection Index,
Rights act of 1964,
instead, assumes that
the maximum value
affirmative acminority students are
a potential student
tion itself was not
may receive based
abolished, and a
not as able as white
on his application
divided court
students and, therefore, very
is 150 points.
contended that the
should not be treated as use of race was perOf these points,
only 12 may be
missible as one of
their equals in college
awarded for a perseveral admission
admissions.
fect SAT score, 5
criteria. Today,
for extraordinary
the Supreme Court
personal achievements including awards is taking another look at affirmative action
and character, 5 for remarkable leadership to determine whether, legally, affirmative
and service, and 3 for an outstanding es- action violates the Equal Protection Clause
say. If a prospective student is a minority, of the 14th Amendment.
however, he will automatically receive 20
During a speech at a Martin Luther
points added to his score.
King, Jr. Day celebration, President BaThe Supreme Court has agreed to hear cow announced his intentions to file a Sua case brought against the University of preme Court brief contrary to Bush’s brief,
defending affirmative action. Ironically,
Miss Starr is a freshman who has not yet
this speech was delivered at a celebradeclared a major.
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tion of a man who would have opposed
affirmative action. Dr. King dreamed of a
day when “this nation will rise up and live
out of the true meaning of its creed: ‘We
hold these truths to be self-evident: that
all men are created equal.” Affirmative
action does not promote equality; instead,
it assumes that minority students are not
as able as white students and, therefore,
should not be treated as their equals in
college admissions.
Even more ironic is Tufts’ own Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity
policy, which first states, “It is
the policy of the University not to discriminate
on the basis of race
[or] color…in the administration of its educational policies [and]
admission policies.”
Despite Tufts’ pledge to
equal treatment, the University “has maintained
an Affirmative Action
Program wherein
all managers and
officials of the
University directly bear
the responsibility for making every effort to identify and
alleviate underutilization of minorities [emphasis added]."
Affirmative action does not promote
a healthy diversity, but rather an environment that nurtures racial tensions and
prejudices. Because less qualified minorities are accepted, some white students
might assume that their own intelligence
is greater than that of their minority peers.
Meanwhile, black, Hispanic, and other minority students are left to wonder if they
were accepted because of their skin color,
thus giving them reason to doubt their own
merit. Moreover, any student accepted on
criteria other than his own merit places
him at an immediate disadvantage in the
classroom when forced to compete with
students of higher caliber.
“I have a dream that my four children
will one day live in a nation where they
will not be judged by the color of their
skin but by the content of their character.”
Unfortunately, even if Dr. King were alive
today, he still wouldn’t see his dream realized. For as soon as any college even asks
an applicant the color of his or her skin, Dr.
King’s vision has been defiled.
q

On campus resistance to anti-Semitism.

Nothing But the Truth
by Aaron Held

T

Only Muslims are permitted to enter the
city of Mecca. Jews and Christians are not even
allowed near the city. Over the past century,
millions of Jews have been eradicated from
Arab states, while 22% of the Israeli population
are gentiles who hold all rights of citizenship.
Half of the Jewish people living in Israel once
lived in Arab states. These “Arab” Jews were
persecuted, looted, uprooted and forced into
exile. Why aren’t activists demanding justice
for these victims? They had their property
confiscated because they were Jewish. Two
thirds of the Jews that once lived throughout the
Middle East are no longer there. Arab governments have yet to admit remorse in exiling and
dispossessing entire Jewish communities.
Israel has never instigated a war. The nation defended itself admirably in 1948, ‘67
and ‘73. Throughout its history, Israel has
called for coexistence, dialogue, and mediation, looking for a peaceful solution, while
Arabs have formed terrorist groups to attack
citizens. The Palestinians broke the Oslo accord, while the Israelis attempted to uphold it.
Civilian areas have been targets for terrorist
activity. On July 31, 2002, Palestinian terrorists
bombed the cafeteria of Hebrew university,
killing Israelis, Americans and other foreign
citizens. The Israeli army has targeted only
military or terrorist centers. Arab nations have
openly called for the destruction of the Jewish
state and religiously tolerant countries. Israel
is committed to democracy and to individual
freedoms for its citizens, regardless of religion.
Citizens of Israel enjoy the highest standard
of living in the Middle East. Meanwhile, Arab
governments continue to fund terrorist groups
as their citizens starve.
The David Project is dedicated to solidarity with Israel and corrects the misconceptions
that people have about theArab-Israeli conflict.
Members of the program are more than a vocal
supporter of Israel; they deliver much-needed
facts and truth to the masses.
q

he David Project, a non-profit group proscribe capital punishment for anyone who
based in Newton, Massachusetts, defames the Prophet Mohammed. Iran,
seeks to educate college students and give meanwhile, launched a genocide against
them powerful arguments to fight anti-Semi- the Bahai people because their prophet posttism on campuses. The David Project aims to dated Mohammed. Activists should instead
foster peace in the Middle East by promoting be looking at Muslim political culture; they
a fair and honest understanding of the issues would be appalled if they were to discover
surrounding the conflict, without backing what really happens.
down and succumbing to the political corEfforts against peaceful Israeli Jews are
rectness which so often surrounds this issue. doing much more harm to Islamic people than
The David Project holds training sessions to are the Israeli Army’s security responses.
teach eager supporters of Israel the true facts Many Arab states suffer from dire conditions;
about the Israeli-Arab conflict.
people must fight for daily survival in these
Most anti-Semitism is an ideological as- third world nations. Instead of aiding their
sault on Israel. Often, hatred for Israel surfaces citizens by training them in useful skills, Arab
from the failure of other societies. Activists governments brainwash children into believoften lie or distort the facts of the situation. ing that Jews cause all their problems which
The common term “Israeli occupation” is a can be alleviated through murder. Young
misnomer. Until
children attending
September 2000,
Muslim schools
Israel stands as a pillar of
98% of Palestinians
are taught about
freedom among states that
lived under the rule
killing and that
are guilty of the horrific
of the Palestinian
suicide bombing
Authority. Israel’s
is justified. Fox
practices of which Israel is
current presence
News reported
so often accused.
in cities today is
that the Washinga direct result of
ton Islamic Acadviolence and terror. Some people reason that emy uses a textbook that reads “One sign of
since the Arabs refuse to compromise, Israel the day of judgment will be that Muslims will
should submit entirely to their wishes. This is fight and kill Jews.”
a ridiculous concept—Israel is a modern, sucThe Israeli government does not oppressArcessful nation and it would be unjust to punish abs; in fact,Arab governments surrounding Israel
it to satisfy jealous, stubborn leaders. In 2000, oppress non-worshippers. Muslim Dhimmi is a
the Israeli government offered the Palestinians traditional system of ethnic cleansing dating back
what they claimed to want—a state. In response, to the 8th century. When
the Palestinians launched a wave of terror.
Dhimmi first came into
Anti-Israeli activists often use phrases practice, it was used as
like racism, apartheid, ethnic cleansing, and a way to control and tax
oppression to describe the Palestinian situa- non-Muslims already
tion in Israel. They attempt to paint a picture living on the land that
in which Israel is a big bad Goliath, when in was conquered. These
reality, they are the smaller but strong-willed people were either opDavid. Israel stands as a pillar of freedom pressed or forced to
among states that are guilty of the horrific convert to Islam. The
practices of which Israel is so often accused. execution of Dhimmi
“Blasphemy Laws” in Pakistan, for example, continues today and has
been especially active in
Mr. Held is a freshman who has not yet
The last exit on the highway into Mecca.
the past 50 years.
declared a major.
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A Capital Gain
by Christian Miller

T

he GOP has not had control of the someone making $20,000 would. No inequalUnited States government since the ity exists, except that the higher income per1950s. With such a rare sway in the country’s son pays substantially more than the lower
voting trend, the Republican Party has been income person does. And, because those in
handed the chance to build upon policy that the higher income bracket can more readily
conservatives know has withstood the rigors invest in the economy, it only makes
of time and intelligence. Whether such popu- sense that the most expelarity will remain more than a once a century dient way to revive the
occurrence will be determined by the cur- economy is to target
rent administration—both the success of their these individuals.
decisions and the responsibility with which
In 1999, the IRS
they conduct themselves. To date, Bush has reported that 6.3 million
exceeded expectations on both sides of the taxpayers, the top 5% of
political spectrum with his sound judgment the income range,
in many respects. One issue that has been shouldered 55% of
a bane for the GOP in the past, however, is the income tax burden.
the economy.
The disparity is self-eviRecently, Bush took initiative in tackling dent. Importantly, the income
the economy’s recent stagnation. Several bracket’s lower bound is only $120,846,
weeks ago Bush unveiled his plan, which which means that professors and families
has raised quite a hullabaloo. The major with two working parents are included in that
parts consist of cutting or eliminating taxes category. These individuals are hardly what
in several key areas including stock dividends one would constitute the wealthy, indulgent
and capital gains, marriage penalty, and busi- rich that Democratic politicians claim them
ness investment write-offs.
to be. In contrast, half of all taxpayers, some
In response to such proposals, the ral- 63 million citizens, comprise only about 4%
lying cry of the left
of government inhas been, “tax cuts
come tax revenues.
If any member of the
for the rich!” If
In other words, tax
Republican Party even
any member of the
breaks for the lowRepublican Party
est brackets, which
mentions the topic, it
even mentions the
already receive payseems that Democrats
topic, it seems that
ments from the govDemocrats revert
ernment, is hardly
revert to a fail-safe
to a fail-safe mode,
acceptable.
mode, condemning the
condemning the
While the larger
policy as sacrificing the picture of tax cuts has
policy as sacrificing the poor for the
been addressed, it is
poor for the rich
rich bourgeoisie.
important to review
bourgeoisie.
Such accusations
the most dramatic asare as obnoxious as
pect of Bush’s plan.
the sound of fingernails grating on a chalk- One of the most highly contested parts of the
board. In fact, your average ten-year-old can plan is Bush’s intention to remove the “double
do the math to prove that a 5% tax cut across taxation” from dividends—payments made
the board will result in a person who makes to shareholders. Currently, corporations pay
$100,000 seeing five times the savings that taxes when they report their earnings, and
individual shareholders pay a second tax
Mr. Miller is a sophomore majoring in
when they receive their dividend.
Quantitative Economics and Math.
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Opponents however, have raised several
points of contention. First, they claim that
removal of double taxation would not boost
investment and strengthen the economy. Estimates range from 35 million to as many as
90 million Americans currently have some of
their earnings in the stock market. Purchasing
stock is investing in entrepreneurship, contributing to overall economic growth. While not
all shareholders receive dividends, removing
the double taxation on capital gains and the
dividend earnings themselves still provides
a strong incentive to invest, especially with
companies who are willing to pay such
dividends. And, if companies recognize the preference for
dividend returns on stocks,
companies will begin competing for this new demand
from individuals. Such a
recursive pattern would
surely result in positive
gains in the market. Also,
because the stock market is
as much based on prevailing
attitudes as it is on economic
analysis, such incentives can only have an
encouraging impact on investors.
Another issue raised is that such broad,
sweeping cuts would deepen the U.S. deficit.
The proposal is estimated to “cost” the government approximately $103 billion by the end
of 2003, and $674 billion by 2013 (ironically
Democrats discuss such “cost” as if hard working Americans’ income belonged to the government in the first place). While deficits are
not something to be looked upon with a warm
and fuzzy feeling, they are not necessarily a
dangerous thing either. For instance, the trend
in Japan is for an emphasis on savings over
consumption, and the government continually
runs a surplus from its international trade. No
U.S. official, however, would ever consider
trading economies with Japan. Consequently,
the expected long-term kick in the pants to
the economy that the proposal provides would
outweigh the incurred “cost” to the government, and the resulting deficit should serve as
a reminder for the government to be fiscally
responsible and frugal in its actions.
Expecting Bush’s plan to pass through
both houses unaltered is a long shot at best.
Compromise is always necessary, and undoubtedly there will be much with respect to the
package. The only important thing is whether
the Republican Party can remain steadfast in
guaranteeing that the most important elements
of the plan remain intact.
q
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President Bush proposes overdue improvements to tax code.

books
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The Skeptical Environmentalist:
Measuring the Real State of the World
by Bjørn Lomborg
Cambridge University Press
ISBN 0-521-01068-3, $27.95, hardcover

jørn Lomborg is not the type of
person one would expect to write a
book about the environment. As an associate professor of statistics at the University
of Aarhus in Denmark, he doesn't seem
like a typical environmentalist, or one
who should be writing a 400 plus page
tome on the subject. However, Lomborg's
very separation from the realm of current
environmental debate that makes his work
both unbiased and sensibly written. Bjørn,
a one-time member of Greenpeace, was
motivated to write his book after reading
a magazine article that claimed the state
of the environment is grossly exaggerated.
After doing some heavy research, Lomborg
was amazed to find that this claim was
mainly true. His resulting book is a collection and analysis of raw data used to give
an accurate portrayal of the environment as
it is now and as it will be in the future.
Lomborg starts his book by describing what he calls The Litany, which is
all the negative information concerning
the environment the general public is
fed from environmentalist organizations
and the mass media. He claims that both
these groups have incentives to promote
bad news. The mass media thrives off
relaying ominous news to their audience.
Environmentalist groups like Worldwatch
and Greenpeace also promote negative
information because they have a small
motivation to nurture and validate their
own cause. Lomborg then goes on for the
next 300 pages to poke holes in virtually
every environmental issue that has arisen
in the past fifty years. He finds that life
right now is better for almost everyone
on the planet than it ever has been in history. He shows why this prosperity can
continue into the future. Food production
will be able to provide for the growing
population, renewable resources such as
forests will last forever as long as they
are managed properly, and nonrenewable
resources, such as oil, will be replaced by
cheaper and more efficient substitutes long
before they are due to expire. Lomborg
shows how pollution in both the air and
water has been decreasing since the middle

of the last century and that we are not in
danger of running out of landfill space
for a number of centuries. Lomborg also
points out that the environment is not as
poisoned as many claim it to be. Cancer
rates are actually decreasing, and only a
fraction can be attributed to pollution in
the environment.
Lomborg finally tackles the ubiquitous issue of global warming. First, he
notes that there is a connection between
human carbon dioxide emissions and a
raise in temperature. He points
out, however,
that no one has
been able to show
exactly how large
this connection
is, and therefore,
there is no way to
predict with any
great accuracy
how great the
impact will be
over time. Using
UN predictions
and simulations,
though, he shows
how current measures like the
Kyoto protocol
will cost around
$100
trillion
over the next century while global
warming left unchecked would cost close to $5 trillion.
Lomborg also shows that this $100 trillion will only give the world a six-year
difference in predicted temperature rise
by the year 2100.
Lomborg makes an important point
throughout much of his book. He believes
that most problems are not due to our
current consumption and way of life, but
rather due to poor political management.
Many countries that are experiencing the
worst deforestation, for example, allow
it to happen by not enforcing limits. He
also points out that many environmental

problems in the world are happening in
developing nations who still lack the
economic prosperity to worry about environmental issues. Lomborg suggests the
world focus more on improving economic
and political conditions in these countries
in order to maximize social concern for
the environment. Lomborg also shows that
most people actually do care about the
state of the environment once they can
get past economic and political turmoil.
He admits that the industrial age has put a
strain on the environment but also shows
that the economic growth that has arisen
is finally allowing people to both raise
their standard of living and maintain a
healthy environment.
Lomborg’s book has caused much
calamity in the world of liberal politics
and science.
Lomborg was
hoping that his
book
would
spark debate in
order to bring the
realistic state of
the environment
to the public eye.
In usual liberal,
hotheaded manner, however,
four scientists
from the magazine Scientific
American have
instead brought
complaints
to the Danish
Committee on
Scientific Dishonesty against
Lomborg. The
DCSD found
that many parts
of the book were “clearly contrary to the
standards of good scientific practice” because they believed he only used data that
supported his cause. They failed to cite
any specific examples from his book. Since
most of Lomborg’s figures came from the
UN, agreed by many to be an accurate and
unbiased source, it is hard to imagine which
other sources he should have used. Actions
such as these show that liberal scientists
aren’t interested in healthy debate but in
stifling the voices of others to protect their
own political goals.
—Andrew Sinatra
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The threat is enough.

Riyadh and a Bedouin
by Sam Dangremond

N

the Middle East in an effort to prove that the
U.S. would go to war, even if it may not be
necessary. As of Rumsfeld’s January 10th orders, approximately 107,000 American troops
are already stationed in, or are in transit to,
the Persian Gulf; the total number of troops
deployed is expected to exceed 350,000.
That troop escalation in conjunction with
a formal declaration of war may result in a
peaceful end acceptable to everyone places
anti-war activists in a precarious position.
When asked what the U.S. should do about
Iraq instead of building up to war, Physics
Professor and organizer of the Tufts Coalition
to Oppose War in Iraq Gary Goldstein replied,
“That’s not a fair question. It presumes that
there is an immediate problem. I don’t agree
that [Saddam] is a major problem in the world.”
Goldstein explained that “even if they [Iraq]
could make a nuclear weapon, they couldn’t
get it here” in one breath, yet went on to say,
“Getting fissionable material in [to the U.S.]
isn’t that hard” in the next. Although Goldstein
may not have completely made up his mind,
most Americans agree that Saddam poses a
threat to their national interests, if not the lives
of their countrymen. Even so, all Americans
would no doubt prefer a bloodless end to his
regime through exile.
Mere days before you are reading this,
the UN inspectors will have reported back,
and President Bush will have given his annual
State of the Union address. Regardless of the
contents of the UN report, President Bush
would do well to recall the first State of the
Union speech ever given: on January 8th, 1790
President George Washington stated, “To be
prepared for war is one of the most effectual
means of preserving peace.”
q

o troops set foot in Iraq; the war is over
Although no specifics of such an arranged
before it starts. President Bush and anti- exile have as yet been revealed, analysts do
war activists simultaneously declare victory, not expect that exile would leave Saddam a
touting their efforts as having saved American Bedouin wanderer. Russia, Egypt, Libya, and
lives. An outlandish
even Cuba, among
paradoxical concluothers, have been
Arabs leaders headed by mentioned as dession to the current international conflict?
tinations to which
pragmatists in Riyadh,
Not when taken in
Saddam would be
Saudi Arabia have
light of Secretary
banished.Allowing
recently lobbied Saddam Saddam immunity
of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld’s recent
from war crimes
to willingly remove
openness to offerprosecution is
himself from power.
ing Saddam Husseen, however, as
sein immunity from
an essential comwar crimes prosecution in return for Saddam’s ponent of an arraigned exile, as few believe
voluntary exile from Iraq. Should the Bush ad- Saddam would allow himself to end up like
ministration succeed in this course of action, former Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosthe President will have proved the adage that he evic—who was prosecuted for crimes against
“who desires peace, must prepare for war.”
humanity by a United Nations tribunal after he
In an appearance on ABC’s “This Week” was forcibly removed from power. Although
on the 19th, Rumsfeld stated that he “would Rumsfeld has indicated that the United States
be delighted if Saddam Hussein threw in the would be open to allowing such an immunity,
towel.” While this may have appeared wish- the U.S. cannot as yet promise that no other
ful thinking in past months, recent develop- party would attempt to extradite Saddam from
ments have made the possibility of a peace- his newfound home.
ful resolution that is acceptable to the Bush
The discussions surrounding a proposed
administration increasingly likely. Faced with exile all take for granted that Bush’s brinkthe possibility that Bush may actually follow manship will continue to the point where the
through on his words, Arab leaders headed U.S. actually declares
by pragmatists in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia have war. In such an event,
recently lobbied Saddam to willingly remove Saudi officials hope for
himself from power.
one last opportunity to
Early in January, Saudi Foreign Minster convince Saddam to
Saud al-Faisal admitted that Saudi officials accept exile before
had traveled to Baghdad during December the bloodshed begins.
in order to urge Saddam to comply with U.S. Saudi foreign minister
demands. At this meeting, the Saudi delega- Prince Saud explained
tion reportedly offered to help arrange an exile to NBC news on Januof the Iraqi dictator should the U.S. declare ary 13th, “At least give
war. This delegation was sent shortly after a us a chance. If, in the
meeting of the Gulf Cooperation Council (an final analysis, we do
international federation made up of Bahrain, not succeed, those who
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the are working for war can
United Arab Emirates), implying broad sup- have their war as they
port among the Arab governments.
please.” Thus the Bush
administration continMr. Dangremond is a senior majoring in
ues to deploy troops to
Efforts from Riyadh may make this war bloodless.
Chemical Engineering.
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Every file you share, they'll be watching you.

MP3 Pirates of the Caribbean
by Jason Walker

R

emember when music labels, large own ability to cope with the demands of new
and small, fought for the freedom of technologies or the interests of consumers.
its customers? During the 80s and 90s, the
Many people might object to this line of
Recording Industry Association of America thinking. After all, they could argue, MP3
(RIAA), the lobbying group formed by the swapping seems like theft and recording
five major record labels, was in the vanguard industry is entitled to defend itself. Isn’t
of defending civil
Verizon aiding
liberties from Tipand abetting this
The RIAA’s paranoia is
per Gore and others
theft? Under the
somewhat justified...file
who wanted to ban
1998 Digital Mil2 Live Crew. They
lenium Copyright
sharing threatens their
refuted the nonsenAct (DMCA) - the
business model, but not act under which
sical theories that
quite in the way they
Ozzy Osbourne
the RIAA sued
and Judas Priest
Verizon - and,
might have you believe.
buried subliminal
from the Napster
messages in their
precedent, the lemusic. Although the RIAA had already aban- gal system leans in favor of the RIAA’s
doned its consumers with its persecution of interpretation of copyright law.
Napster, they did not come full circle until
The question remains: is MP3 swapping
just this month in a Washington D.C. District really theft? And if so, would it justify the
Court, where they won a ruling against Ve- RIAA’s actions and proposals: suing ISP’s,
rizon, forcing the telecommunications giant suing companies outside American jurisdicto divulge the contact information of one of tion like Kazaa, creits customers.
ating MP3-disguised
Why does the RIAA want the name of a viruses, strong-armrandom John Doe who uses Kazaa through ing PC companies
his subscription to Verizon service? RIAA into
engineering
President Cary Sherman claims they merely anti-piracy software
want to “contact” the account holder, “so we and hardware, and
can let them know that what they are doing hacking suspected
is illegal,” under the RIAA’s interpretation of offenders’ PCs?
copyright law. A more plausible explanation,
The Supreme
however, holds that the RIAA really wants Court’s rulings on
a precedent, not an email address - at least, Fair Use doctrine
for now. The RIAA knows it cannot very make copying for
well prosecute the 40-50 million Americans personal use permiswho file-share, but it may hope to make an sible. The DMCA
example out of a few to intimidate those attempts to mitigate
millions into dropping Kazaa.
that ruling, but the
Where another industry might respond principles are the
to upstarts by addressing the underlying same. If creating a
problems that led to the upstarts’ success, single copy of an
the RIAA instead chose to fight Napster in album for a family member is legal, ancourt. Its actions demonstrate more confi- other copy for a friend also must be legal.
dence in the efficacy of its lawyers than in its Granted, Kazaa allows copying to occur
on a massive scale, but at what number of
Mr. Walker is a graduate student in the
copies does Fair Use cease to apply? How
Philosophy Department.

closely acquainted with a person must one
be for it to no longer count as Fair Use?
Copyright law, like all law, should be
predicated on the norm of “no harm, no foul.”
If file sharing does not hurt the industry, they
have no basis for crying foul. This is perhaps
why the RIAA is so desperate to link lagging album sales to file sharing. Of course,
if sales are down 7% in the first six months
of 2002, it is strange that this number is so
low when approximately 2.6 billion music
files were traded in the same period. Sales
actually increased during Napster's heyday,
and a vast majority of Napster users indicated a willingness to pay subscription fees.
Other factors are just as likely to explain
the shortfall, like the economic recession,
and that new music released over the same
period has been critically panned en masse
on a level not seen in decades. The Internet
porn industry is still booming, and yet it
faces the same piracy issues. Studies of file
sharing thus far indicate that, if anything,
file-sharing increases sales rather than
hurts them. The more people file-share, the
more likely they are to purchase music, particularly more obscure music they discover
through file sharing.
Consider the recent success of Interpol,
an indie-band discovered and propelled by
the Internet before being discovered by
mainstream radio. Since the RIAA has, for
only one example, campaigned to legally redefine the relationship
between labels and artists as “work for hire,”
to strengthen industry
control over copyrights at the expense
of artists, the RIAA has
demonstrated far more
concern for the welfare
of David Geffen than
for the creative rights
of artists like Interpol.
The RIAA’s paranoia
is somewhat justified
in this regard; file
sharing threatens
their business model,
but not quite in the
way they might have
you believe.
The RIAA might do well to stop alienating their customers. They could start by
apologizing to the Verizon customer whose
privacy they’ve just invaded. Sending a survey with their letter couldn’t hurt.
q
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fool on the Hill

n a brilliant lack of perception
and forethought, Ms. Emily Good
recently raised the bar for Peace and
Justice Studies majors when she opined
in a Daily Viewpoint (“George Bush:
war criminal, Fares lecturer,” Jan. 23)
on the selection of Dubya’s dad as this
year’s speaker for the Issam Fares Lecture Series. Akin to a Viewpoint she
wrote last Spring (“Be GE Free”),
Emily’s writing demonstrated a
sincere inability to grasp

what the average person calls reality.
We can ignore her folly no longer. For
her incoherent contributions, we on the
S OURCE humbly bestow upon her the
honored Fool on the Hill award.
Emily took great freedoms in discussing the motivation behind the study
of plant genetics in “Be GE free.” Her
“theory [is] that the scientists who developed genetically engineered plants were
terribly jealous of the good life
that natural seeds have.” Aside
from the potential benefit from
being able to control the growth,
size, and quality of produce, surely
no one would doubt that geneticists
would gleefully give up their current
occupation to become seeds. After all,
according to Emily, seeds “live” such
a carefree “life” and are “remarkably
promiscuous.”
Such loaded content might suffice
for a Ph.D. in Leftist Studies, and Emily astonishes all with further insightful
analysis. She comments that “in the laboratory that I imagine [emphasis most
definitely ours], the scientists are nearly
all men, and they search for ways to harness and control this miracle of nature
primarily because they cannot give birth
themselves.” In looking before leaping,
Emily might have discovered that unlike
some other prominent industries, bioengineering boasts an inordinate volume
of female executives, but such queries
would be counter to leftism. Heaven
forbid people think that scientists are
trying to increase farm productivity,
making produce more accessible to
the hungry.
Emily’s most recent Viewpoint, however, expands the scope of what she claims
is the secret organization of the patriarchy,
and even identifies their leader, “The Patriarch,” George H.W. Bush. She upbraids
those students ready to see the president
as anxious to “assume their places in the
violent patriarchal world order.” Sounds
more like a George Lucas film than a
campus lecture.
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This Viewpoint proceeds with some
cute accusations, most of which rely on
exaggerated generalizations, and some
are complete falsehoods altogether. Emily
comments on the “first American invasion
of Iraq and the disastrous sanctions which
have killed one million people.” History
describes the incident a bit differently. The
United States moved in to halt Iraq’s conquest into Kuwait, crossing borders only
to accept surrender from Iraqi troops. The
Nineties weren’t that long ago, dear. And
war in the region created a sharp rise in
oil prices; oil companies benefit from an
unstable Saddam-ruled region. In fact, the
rise in oil prices is considered a large reason
why Bush Sr. was not reelected—so much
for being in bed with oil companies.
Emily comments on Bush’s “heinous” crimes in Nicaragua, which include an indirect connection with rebel
kidnappings and unreturned land. Both
reference events from the late 1970s and
early 1980s, long before Bush’s presidency. Indeed, Bush’s move to fund the
Contras was a respectable decision from
two standpoints. First, had the United
States not attempted to outpace the USSR
ruble for dollar, the USSR may never
have collapsed under economic pressure. Not that Emily would necessarily
bemoan this fact. Additionally, however,
the Sandinista government had steadily
been revoking civil liberties. The desire—nay, the need—for regime change
was already present.
Emily concludes with the following
statement: “It isn’t terribly surprising that
this year’s Fares lecturer is a warmonger;
I’ve come to expect that from male politicians.” We eagerly await a report from the
Bias Response Team.
Maybe Emily should take the Daily
up on their call for “colummists.” She obviously thinks she has something to say
and would make our job at finding humor
content that much easier. After reviewing
her illustrious credentials, we at the SOURCE
unanimously chose Ms. Emily Good as the
latest Fool on the Hill.
q

NEWS DISPATCH:

PRESIDENT OPPOSES
AXIS OF EVIL / NUDITY
Dateline:
Location:

(September 20th/December 11th, 2002)
(Washington DC/Tufts University)

In a stunning address, President (Bush/
Bacow) declared his firm opposition to
(evil/nakedness). The President delivered
this address in response to the (tragic loss
of life/huge embarrassment in front of the big
money) in order to (heal the nation/not get
sued). Using plain language, the President
made it clear that by aiding and abetting
(murder/drunkenness) the (Taliban/upperclassmen) were guilty of (murder/trying to
get laid).
In the wake of (the death of 3,000
people/drunken revelry) the President has
promised to crack down on (international
terrorism/fun). To this end, he has appointPresidents oppose things.
ed chief weapons inspector (Hans Blix/Mark
Keith) to lead a team of investigators responsible for stopping (nuclear proliferation/more
than five people from being in the same room). Thus
far, the team has already uncovered several
previously unknown (chemical warheads/kegs of
natty lite) in an as yet undisclosed (underground bunker/Haskell single). Furthermore, the
President has resolved to starve (terrorist
cells/fraternities) of funding by (freezing
Swiss bank accounts/raising tuition).
The President concluded by expounding on
the strength of our (American ideals/diversity),
and reminded listeners that we must remember
to not (discriminate against Arabs/discriminate
against Arabs).
Inspectors have uncovered
—The White House

several weapons of
mass nudity.

—The Gifford House
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
It does not happen that the dedicated officer and the humane person seek life if it
means harming their humaneness. It does
happen that they sacrifice their lives so as
to complete their humaneness.
—Confucius
Don’t use sly or cute innuendo to suggest some
misbehavior that you don’t describe explicitly.
If you’re going to attack someone or injure
someone’s reputation, do it right.
—Bruce W. Sanford, Sanford’s Synopsis
of Libel & Privacy
Quotas don’t help anyone. In fact, they are one
of the worst forms of racial and gender-based
discrimination. Every American citizen should
be treated equally and should have equal opportunity under the law.
—Alfonse D’Amato
All the mind’s activity is easy if it is not
subjected to reality.
—Marcel Proust
If whites were not so preoccupied with escaping
their own guilt, they would see that the real
problem is not racism; it is that black students
are failing in tragic numbers. They don’t need
separate dorms and yearbooks. They need basic
academic skills. But instead they are taught that
extra entitlements are their due and that the
greatest power of all is the power that comes
to them as victims. Is this the way for a race
that has been oppressed to into its own? Is this
the way to achieve independence?
—Shelby Steele

The great enemy of the truth is very often
not the lie—deliberate, contrived, and dishonest—but the myth—persistent, persuasive,
and unrealistic.
—John F. Kennedy
The guarantee of equal protection cannot mean
one thing when applied to one individual and
something else when applied to a person of another color. If both are not accorded the same
protection, then it is not equal.
—Lewis F. Powell, Jr.
To question a wise man is the beginning of
wisdom.
—German Proverb
One of the things that bothers me most is the
growing belief in the country that security is
more important than freedom. It ain’t.
—Lyn Nofziger
The right of a nation to determine its own form
of government does not include the right to
establish a slave society (that is, to legalize the
enslavement of some men by others). There is no
such thing as “the right to enslave.” A nation can
do it, just as a man can become a criminal—but
neither can do it by right.
—Ayn Rand
The only thing necessary for the triumph of
evil is for good men to do nothing.
—Edmund Burke

Even in a world where the lion and the lamb are
about to lie down together, it is very important
that the United States of America be the lion.
—Phil Gramm

Let every man honor and love the land of his birth
and the race from which he springs and keep
their memory green. It is a pious and honorable
duty. But let us have done with British-Americans
and Irish-Americans and German-Americans, and
so on, and all be Americans.
—Henry Cabot Lodge

Avoiding disaster cannot remain the sole
test of American foreign policy.
—Henry Kissinger

Purity of race does not exist. Europe is a
continent of energetic mongrels.
—H.A.L. Fisher
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The choice we face today is not between war and
peace. Rather it is between war now—under circumstances and timing of our choosing—and
war later, when conditions may be far more
favorable to Saddam Hussein.
—Frank J. Gaffney, Jr.
He who is by nature not his own but
another’s, is by nature a slave.
—Artistotle
You [Sam Dangremond] are a surprisingly
agreeable young man.
—Gary Goldstein
Don’t be a fool and die for your country.
Let the other sonofabitch die for his.
—George S. Patton
Don’t be buffaloed by experts and elite’s. Experts often possess more data than judgment.
Elite’s can become so inbred that they produce
hemophiliacs who bleed to death as soon as
they are nicked by the real world.
—Colin Powell
Saddam Hussein has killed more Muslims than
we ever have, as has Bin Laden. ... Yet these
people consider us to be the focus of evil in
the modern world.
—Rush Limbaugh
I’m not going to Washington to make
friends with the alligators. I’m going to
drain the swamp.
—Ronald Reagan
By all means marry. If you get a good wife you
will become happy, and if you get a bad one
you will become a philosopher.
—Socrates
Not all chemicals are bad. Without hydrogen
and oxygen for example, there would be no way
to make water, a vital ingredient in beer.
—Dave Barry

